Abstract. In this two-part paper we introduce the notion of a stable code and give a new upper bound on the normalized covering radius of a code. The main results are that, for fixed k and large n, the minimal covering radius t[n, k] is realized by a normal code in which all but one of the columns have multiplicity l; hence t[n / 2, k] t[n, k] + for sufficiently large n. We also show that codes with n _-< 14, k _-< 5 or drain 5 are normal, and we determine the covering radius of all proper codes of dimension k _-< 5. Examples of abnormal nonlinear codes are given. In Part [this Journal, 8 (1987), pp. 604-618] we investigated the general theory of normalized covering radius, while in Part II we study codes of dimension k _-< 5, and normal and abnormal codes.
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K. E. KILBY AND N. J. A. SLOANE 5] projective codes for each length n, and give one or two of the best coveting codes. The examples given were selected by applying (in order) the following criteria: (1) minimize R, (2) choose tame rather than wild codes, (3) maximize the order g of the automorphism group, and (4) maximize drain. Generator matrices for some ofthese codes are displayed in Fig. 3 . Although many of these codes can be obtained from later codes by deleting appropriate coordinates, there is no single sequence of nested codes that includes all our best examples.
For each code B in the following list we give upper and lower bounds (differing by at most 1) on p(C) for any code C for which B. All tame codes of dimension 5 satisfy (37) of Part I and are therefore stable. However we have not been able to check all the wild codes (not even all the codes on the following list) to see if they are unstable and the upper bound on p(C) is actually attained. n 5. One code: F 5, p 0, tame, g 5!, dmin 1. n 6. All four are tame, with R 1. Example: E6, p 1, tame, g 6!, dmin 2. n 7. All are tame, six have R 1, two have R 2. Example: C7 (Fig. 3) 7* 7* 8* 8* 9* 9* 10" 10" 11" 11" 12" 12" 13" 13" 14" 14" 6* 6* 7* 7* 8* 8* 9* 9* 10" 10" 11" 11" 12" 12" 13" 13" 6' 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 11" 12" 12" 13"
any of the seven points PG(2, 3)\{X U H7 } has positive even multiplicity in C, p(C) (4) of [3] . The second is the [11, 5] 3 code C' of (50) in Part I, obtained by adding an overall parity check to C'10. The first coordinate of C' is unacceptable. These two are the only projective codes of dimension 5 and length n < 13 with unacceptable coordinates. By adjoining an even number of copies of any acceptable coordinate to either C'0 or C', we obtain [n, 5] Suppose has dmin 2, and there is a word of weight 2 with ones on the first and last coordinates. By Theorem 19 of [2] , C is normal, and the first and last coordinates are acceptable.
We first "blow up" all but the first and last coordinates of , obtaining a code B (say) of length n, norm N, coveting radius Rs, and dmin 2. Again by Theorem 19 of [2] , B is normal and the first and last coordinates are acceptable.
Next we blow up the last coordinate ofB, giving it odd multiplicity me, and obtaining (by Theorem 2 of Part I) a normal code A (say) of length nA, norm Na N + mQ 1, and coveting radius Ra R + [mQ/2]. By Theorem 2 of Part I we know that the last mQ coordinates of A are acceptable. The difficult part of the proof is to show that the first coordinate ofA is acceptable. This is enough to prove the theorem, for then we can obtain C by applying the amalgamated direct sum construction again, blowing up the first coordinate of A, and deduce from Theorem 2 of Part I that C is normal.
Let w e B be the codeword with ones on the first and last coordinates of B, and In order for a code C to be abnormal, for each 1, n there must be a "bad" vector x (i) such that
(in the notation of of Part I). The construction begins by choosing x), x n). apply), C turns out to be an abnormal code of length 10, with 564 codewords and coveting radius 1. Finally, it is possible to omit many ofthose 564 codewords and still have an abnormal code. In this way we have constructed an abnormal code oflength 10 with 217 codewords and coveting radius (we omit the details). This is the smallest abnormal code known at present. It would be interesting to find the smallest possible example.
